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Preface: The power that women have over their own mind, body, and spirit has been greatly
deflated. Instead of going into the explanation of how that has happened or why that has happened I am
urging us to take a long hard look in the mirror and make a decision about our lives. I am asking
women to focus on what can they do NOW and what can they change about themselves NOW in an
effort to create the future.
This book gives a glimpse of the entire Self Realization Of A Goddess Course. This is a 13 week
course on how to spiritually grow from self victimization to self realized. Self Realization is when one
fully accepts the authority that they have over their life. This book does not provide all of the details of
the course because the course is based on the metaphysics of the womb which is a very deep subject.
The understanding of metaphysics regarding such topics as karma, the law of attraction, contract law
and mirroring requires a much more in depth dialogue than a small ebook could ever cover. However,
this book was created for the grand purpose of prompting women to take back their power and also for
sparking an awakening of the goddess within themselves.

I

INTRODUCTION
Who is this book helpful for? This book is helpful for many types of women but it is
most helpful for women who seem to be stuck in some type of negative reoccurring pattern. Some
women have a pattern of finding themselves in situations with the same type of men over and over
again. Are you stuck in a cycle of dealing with “fuck boys”, mama's boys, emotionally immature boys,
married boys, broke boys, playboys, this boy or that boy? Are you tired of balling yourself up at night
and crying yourself to sleep asking yourself “am I not good enough”? Let's be super raw and super
real? Are you tired of getting pregnant by boys and having to run to the abortion clinic? Are you tired
of S.T.D's? Are you tired of hopping from man to man acting like you've moved on?
How about your job.....are you mentally exhausted from spending all of your waking hours at a
job that you absolutely hate? Are you happy in your relationship or are you settling out of fear? I have
been here and I have experienced all of the things named so I know that you do NOT want to stay
there. You are tired, aren't you? I was too and that is why I decided to walk away from a 22 year career,
six figure a year salary to pursue my true self, my hero. So if you said yes to any of the above then this
book is for you. It doesn't matter if you make a six-figure salary or if you are a cashier at Wendy's. It
doesn't matter if you have P.H.D or you are a high school drop out. It doesn't matter if you're single or
married. It doesn't even matter if you came from a two parent household in the suburbs or the projects.
None of these things makes one woman better or more higher up then the next. What matters most is
your level of self accountability and spiritual maturity. Spiritual maturity comes by way of knowing
yourself and by standing confidently in your authority over yourself and over your life. Most of us have
not been taught this. It's never too late to learn.
Not only will this book help you realize that you can have better for yourself in regards to men,
it is also going to show you that you can have better for yourself in regards to your finances, your body,

your health, your lifestyle, your career or anything else that you want to achieve in this life. This book
is going to show you how to penetrate yourself. In order to know yourself, you will need to get inside
yourself. Within these 12 steps, you are going to see that you have the power to change any situation.
You are going to see that you have been creating your own circumstances the entire time. You are going
to find that the negative situations and circumstances in your life are likened to a school where you
learn to be more authentic and more accountable for your choices. Most importantly you are going to
learn how you are your own hero and possibly the hero for generations that are coming after you. You
may be exposed to some new concepts of universal laws. This is what's going to help you find your
way to your hero and save yourself. You are going to become self aware and self realized one step at a
time.
This book will briefly go through the 12 Steps in my Self Realization Course. I have personally
gone through them and I consistently apply them on a daily basis. These are NOT 12 simple steps and
then you're mature. These steps are consistently happening and they are not happening in any particular
order. I confess that I have not fully mastered myself but I do put in the effort every single day to be at
peace with myself by remembering these steps.
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Fall
1. Expanding The Mind
In order for one to receive all the necessary downloads that the universe wants to give, one
must be open minded. There is absolutely no way possible to make it through the remainder of these
steps without being open minded. I will be touching on some very sensitive issues about your life and I
will give you some insight on how universal law expresses itself through your personal negative and
positive experiences. These negative personal experiences are inclusive but not limited to childhood
trauma, physical abuse, rape, molestation, attracting immature men, “bad” parenting, “bad” children,
and much more. In order for the soil of the mind to be fertile enough to receive these universal
concepts, there has to be some sort of preparation.
We are starting this trip through these first three steps in the season of Fall because we are
preparing for a death to occur in the winter. Mother Nature always prepares us for what is about to
come. In order for you to awaken the goddess, there must be a death of old ideas, old thought patterns,
and old memories. We also need to consider going through a serious mental transformation before we
can even begin to entertain such a thing as forgiveness, which is one of the 13 steps. This is why I have
to ask you to be open minded at the very first step. If you are not going to be open minded from here on
out then close the book and put it away. You are not ready and this book is not going to help you.....not
right now anyway. Come back to it when you are fully ready to see yourself on a karmic, metaphysical
and energetic level. Come back when you are ready to be fully accountable for your life and when you
are ready to sit in the throne of Auset to claim your full bank account. Your bank account is your story
and you can have full access to it......but only if you aren't scared!
Everything that I will be talking about for the remainder of these chapters will be centered

around the womb. This is where physical creation takes place. The womb is the blueprint for
understanding how creation takes place in the mind as well. The womb is where we find wisdom. In
fact, the symbol of the dollar sign ($), as well as the word womb, is hidden in the word wisdom. The
word wisdom may be interpreted as “money in the womb”. There is a treasure of silver and gold buried
in the womb but we have to be patient and diligent enough to seek it. It is imperative that we
understand the Mother aspect of God and her unseen power. It all starts with us unraveling and
decoding our own lives. Unfortunately, we usually need pain to encourage us to start seeking God
relentlessly. Or maybe that's just my story. I was hurt and I was dealing with extreme heartache. When
I could no longer take the pain, I started to seek God. This led to me studying words which then led to
me studying the womb, which then led me to finding my purpose, my hero, my throne, my bank
account, and my crown.
The information that I learned about the womb completely changed my perspective on my life
and it made me much more open minded in regards to how my life was created. According to
Encyclopedia of Mother Hood by Andrea O'Reilly, “A female fetus develops her lifetime supply of
eggs, and this number, by some calculations nearing 7 million, begins to drop off to about 1 million
when the baby is born.” This is not only coming from this one author. It is actually a well known fact
that a female fetus will develop millions of eggs within its womb while it is being created in its
mother's womb. The Mother of All Pregnancy Books by Ann Douglas states “While the ovaries of a
female fetus contain 6 to 7 million eggs by the time she reaches 20 weeks of gestation, at birth, her
supply will have dwindled to just 2 to 3 million eggs.” This suggests that the impression that your
mother had on you while in her womb was also potentially passed down to the eggs that were in you.
Let us say this another way. There is a chance that the 3rd generation female fetus is affected by any
thoughts and vibrations that the 2nd generation female fetus is experiencing while in the womb of the
1st generation female. In other words, what your grandmother thought about and felt potentially effects
you even today. Are boys affected by this? I feel confident that they are, however I am not really sure if

it is the same exact effect because males are not developed with sperm or seeds as early as females are.
Also, according to some DNA experts, paternal mitochondria DNA is cut off once the sperm enters the
egg.
When we think of how genetics work we have to think energetically. Clearly, the word energy
is in the word generation. This lets us know that we are not only passing down the color of eyes, shape
of mouth or pigment of skin to our children. We are passing down energy. Perhaps we should look at it
as the seeds or eggs in the womb are capsules of memories, thoughts, and emotions. The conclusion is
that we pass down memories via the subconscious and these memories become part of our vibration
whether we are aware of them or not. This is also what we call karma.
I rebelled against the concept of karma, the Law Of Attraction and the Law of mirroring for a
long time. I hated it! How are you going to tell me that I attracted all of these sh***y men? How are
you going to tell me that I attracted the man who put something in my drink and raped me? How are
you going to tell me that I asked to be abandoned by my parents? You are telling me that I invited my
physical abuse? That is just crazy! I shook my head so hard I think my neck almost fell off. It wasn't
until I came across this information about the womb that my mind started to change. It was also
because I researched the metaphysical meaning of words such as mirror, attract, and law.
Knowing this information about the womb is going to be the foundation for keeping your mind
open about everything that has happened and IS happening in your life. In class, I share multiple
examples of how I know I attracted certain situations and I also share why. From this self realization,
you'll be better equipped to allow particular thought patterns to die. So before we move on, I would like
to ask you to do just 3 things which will help you have an open mind. One, admit that you DO NOT
know everything. Second, admit that you DO know all things. Third, pray about what makes you
uncomfortable. Now, if you want to know how you don't know but you do know at the same time, I
teach about this in class. And if you don't understand who or what you're talking to when you pray I
can help you with that too.

2. The Magic Of Words
What are words? Off the top of our head, we can define a word as something you say, speech or
talk. Yes. That is all true but what is a word exactly. Well, first and foremost words are a weapon. The
word “words' is also the word 'sword'. Many villains can be slain and slaughtered by the sword with
just two simple words.....I AM.
Let's do a physical activity to help us understand what a word truly is. Say Ommmmmmmmm
for as long as you can. Ok.....now put your fingers on your vocal chord and say Ommmmmmmmmm.
Did you feel that vibration on your fingertips? Yes! Great! That is what words TRULY are. They are
vibrations. They are sounds. When they are written down they become silent symbols. Now,
remembering that words are vibrations and consider what I talked about in part one about the fetus
receiving impressions from mom while in the womb. You received genetics and energy from whatever
mom or grand-mom said and felt. This is how powerful words, thoughts, feelings, and images are. They
shape lives for future generations.
Understanding what words and sounds are is important for exercising the right side of the brain.
This is the creative side and is also labeled as the feminine side of the brain. This is the part of the brain
that desires freedom and expression of creative energy. It rebels against boundaries. Thus, when the
right side of the brain sees a word it most certainly can see that there are other words, sounds, and
symbols within it. The feminine side of the brain may not acknowledge the deeper meaning of a thing
because the masculine side reminds her that she has boundaries. She will not rebel against these
imaginary boundaries although in her most freest essence she is boundless. It is only because of her
own ignorance of self that she has these boundaries. Thus, using the example of words we can see how
the feminine side of self actually creates its own prison.

If women were to start studying not only words, symbols and sounds but also the esoteric
principles of the universe they would expand their mind resulting in expanding the mind of their
children. By the woman expanding her mind and gaining knowledge of universal laws she
automatically shifts knowledge of self for future generations and becomes the hero. She potentially
becomes immortal if she can take this hero and goddess idealogy to its furthest point. This is why it is
important for her to have some understanding of the esoteric philosophies about God. If she does not
she will put limits on herself and her children.
If she really stopped and took note of what a word is she will automatically notice how it is the
words which she impresses upon herself and the words which she allows others to impress upon her
subconscious that shapes her personal world. A lot of woman's issues with men and with life in general
are directly related to her lack of self esteem which came from someone's words. Someone put an
impression on your mind even it was only as a child. This is what needs the most healing.
On the other hand, if she went much further, and actually started to study letters, signs, and
symbols then she would be sending a message to the universe that she is open to receive some divine
revelations which would help her decode her own life. We are receiving messages, direction, and
guidance from the divine Mother God all the time. But we must understand that she speaks in silence.
She speaks in signs, symbols, parables, metaphors, analogies etc. She is speaking all around you. You
are a book. You are a story. You must learn how to read and write your own story.

3. Mythology Of The Goddess

There is a great connection between feminine energy and words. The word 'letter' itself in Greek
is gramma. Doesn't gramma sound like Grandma? I give many examples in class in regards to different
feminine goddesses and their connection to the creation of words and vibrations. However, in this
book, I will only be focusing on one well known Goddess. The reason why I am focusing on this one is
that in my experiences she has been the most important. Her name is Auset. She is called Isis in the
Greek language. My fascination with the story of Auset is because it's a love story. Please go read the
mythological story of Auset and her brother/husband Ausar. The plot of the story is that Ausar's brother
Set, who was jealous, cut him up into multiple pieces. He dismembered him. Auset went on a relentless
hunt looking for his missing pieces and put him back together. She re-membered him. Therefore, Set
dis-membered him and Auset re-membered him. Reading this story told me that Auset is a metaphor for
memorization and Set (sometimes called Satan) is a metaphor for forgetting. Neither is good or bad and
both are necessary. Auset in the hieroglyphics means throne. Sometimes she is called “Queen of
Heaven”, “Queen of the Throne” or “Lady of the Throne”. Again, her name being translated to the
throne really means she is a metaphor for memory. She is the Queen of the memory bank. She is your
“assets”. How so? Because a throne is a seat or a bench and a bench is another word for bank. This is
not only because bench sounds like bank but because the etymology of bank literally means bench.

Bank : "financial institution," late 15c., originally "money-dealer's counter or shop," from either Old
Italian banca or Middle French banque (itself from the Italian word), both meaning "table," from a
Germanic source (such as Old High German bank "bench, moneylender's table").

True money is stored in the memory bank which is in the center of your cells. The center of
your cells is where your heart is. It is where your treasure is. It is where your memory is. When you
create a child, that child is created from the center of your cells, your memory bank. For women, that
child is created from the menstrual blood which is a coagulated or clot of blood which we call an egg.
This blood clot was created from the blood pumping out of the mother's heart which explains why we
inherit our mother's karma. There is a wealth of knowledge about yourself and your entire bloodline,
past, and future, hidden in the memory bank of your cells.
Remember what I said in step 1, Opening The Mind, and think about all of this before we go
into step 3. In this next step, we will be stepping into Winter. Some ideas had to be introduced before
we could even get into winter because winter is where we are going to die. Not literally of course, but s
we are going let go of some ideas in order to awaken the goddess. Winter is necessary so that we can
let go of some old ways of thinking, some bad mental habits, and some things we have been denying
about ourselves. Its time to die and I can't promise this is going to be easy but it's for the purpose of
healing future generations and healing is not always fun nor does it feel good. By the time we get to
step 12, you will be ready to stand in your full authority over self. If not, just go back to step 1 and start
from the top.

Winter
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Winter

4.Deciding To Focus On Your Self
We are officially in the winter phase and now we will be taking what we learned in the fall to a
secluded place. A dark and silent place is the best place to evolve because it mimics the womb. A place
where we can look at ourselves in peace or at least that is what we are hoping for. Most of the time
when we get to this dark and silent place we realize just how loud the quietness really is and it becomes
too much. At this point we usually run, never making it to stop the cycle of negative behavior and
thought patterns. We usually try to fill in this void with other destructive habits like hopping onto
another penis, drowning our self in work, school, or whatever projects we can think of to fill in the
quiet time. We also resort to alcohol, drugs, and food. Some of us go into a state of depression and
become a television junkie. And then, there's our new addiction...social media. These are all roads we
take to try to fill in the void of being alone. We do all of this because we are scared to look at our self,
but the gag is......that is where the hero or goddess is, in the darkness of our own subconscious.
We need to intentionally sit in the dark and we need to sit there until we get the understanding
that there is only my self. We have to face this dark until we can clearly see our goddess self. This
requires bravery and that is why most people avoid it. I want you to do an exercise. I want you to
challenge yourself to go sit in the dark for as long as you can. You can either put some type of heavy
cover over your windows and doors or you can wrap something heavy around your eyes. Whatever you
choose to do it needs to be completely dark to the point where you cannot even see your hand in front
of your face. Now, if you want to take this experience to the next level you will want to get some
headphones then go on YouTube and find an audio of the “Ommmmm” mantra. Just plug “Ommmmm”
into the YouTube search and I am sure something will come up. This is how you are going to block out
all external sound. When you do this, I want you to try to think about absolutely nothing. This is
usually extremely hard to do. That is because our mind is like a wild forest and it needs to be tamed.
There are untamed animals running amok through it. While you are sitting here in this darkness, your

job is to become self aware of your thoughts. So sure, you're going to try not to think about anything,
but by you doing that you are going to become more aware of everything. At some point, you may
begin to realize that in this darkness there is only you and your thoughts. That's it. In fact, if you sit
there long enough you may even briefly forget where you are and you may come to the conclusion that
you are your thoughts. You have no body, you are just thoughts in the dark.
The purpose of doing this exercise is so that you can face the dark. Many people are scared of
the dark and it is during the Self Realization Course that they realize this fear. The other purpose is to
become more aware of the thoughts that are naturally running through your mind. You may start having
weird thoughts and fearing things that you know are not true but because you are scared of the
unknown you have a need to start making things up. I want you to become aware of how we have a
natural tendency to make things up based on fear, your hero's villain. Lastly, I want you to have the self
realization that there really is only your thoughts. You are having these thoughts whether your eyes are
opened or closed. They are always there and most times because we are giving so much attention to
external things we are ignoring our own subtle thoughts, feelings and images that we are create in our
mind. Ignoring these subtle thoughts is like allowing an airplane to run on autopilot and having no clue
where it is going. I am not suggesting that you become obsessed with controlling your thoughts. I am
suggesting that you become aware of them.
We spend so much time being a hero to others by being mothers, teachers, healers, chauffeurs,
coaches, doctors etc..... that we give ourselves very little time to become self aware. Who am I? What
am I here for? What do I want? What is my purpose? Have you ever asked yourself these questions?
No? Well maybe that is because you are on autopilot. I did not start to ask myself these questions until I
was in severe pain and I was just plain old tired of existing. I started questioning what is the purpose of
all of this. It cannot possibly be to get up, go to work, take care of my daughter and then die! But it
took pain.... lots of heart ache for me to truly decide to focus on myself. As a matter of fact, in all
honesty, it took Jesus or the concept of Jesus. When I started to understand Jesus from an esoteric

perspective, the inner Messiah started to awaken.
Around 2012, after being hurt for the 10th zillion time I decided to turn my life over to Jesus.
This is the point where I was led down a path of isolation and seclusion. Except this time, it was not
because I was unhappy. It was because I really was in love with the character of Jesus. He became the
only one that I wanted to spend my time with. I stopped doing everything, yes even sexing. I even
stopped drinking. Hell! I even stopped cursing. At this point, for me and at that time, it was only God
and me. The decision was made. I was going to dedicate my life to God and I felt awesome about it.
Little did I know, the twist and turns that were on this road to God-Ship would look totally differently
than what I had imagined. All o0f those twist and turns led me back to myself.
I am strongly encouraging you to do something similar to this. Perhaps, not this extreme. But if
you truly want to heal and get to the root of your issues and your “whys”, you are going to have to take
the time out to sit still. You are going to have to commit to spending time with your SELF. Start
communicating with the God within you. Spending time alone does not mean filling your time in with
fluff like social media scrolling and looking up celebrity gossip on the internet for hours. You need to
be able to hear clearly in order to receive clear directions from the inside. Clarity is gained by cutting
off all other roads. That is to DETER the MIND. You are going to convince yourself to point your mind
totally inward. This is what it truly means to focus on your self. This is not being selfish. This is loving
yourself. Looking at yourself dead in the face and asking your self some harsh questions is loving
yourself. Deciding to self reflect instead of calling that guy that treated you like crap only a month ago
is loving yourself. Deciding to self reflect instead of going to the bar and drowning your self in liquor
and weed is loving yourself. Deciding to sit with your journal and asking yourself questions like “Am I
jealous?” instead of binging on pointless television episodes is loving yourself. Choosing yourself over
gossiping with a girlfriend about another no good man is loving yourself. You cannot love yourself
without self reflection. As much as you want to make love other people's responsibility it's not , it's
100% yours. So lets get ready to explore our self. Finding your temple is the next step.

5. Finding Your Temple
Now that we have made the undeniable decision to put more energy into dealing with our self,
we need to get the shovel out. We are not going to be using it just yet but get it ready. We are going to
be digging. Before we can do that we must gain some understanding of our temple. Our own body is
the vessel in which we dwell. The reason why this understanding is important in these steps is because
it will help us when we get to Spring. In the Spring is when we will begin to live again. We will begin
to bloom based on the knowledge we have gained thus far through fall & winter. Knowing that we are
simply having an experience for the purpose of learning makes some of our circumstances a little easier
to bear. In this section, we will be learning how we exist IN our bodies but we are NOT our bodies.
If I asked you where do you live what would you say? Do you live at such & such address on
such and such street in such and such town? If you think you live on a particular street, in a particular
city and state then that is a case of amnesia and false identity. You, as in your spirit or the vibration of
your essence, the part of you that is in an eternal relationship with what we call GOD, does not live at
any particular address. The true you lives within the breath flowing in and out of your body. This is
how we are always connected to ALL because the very air we breath is shared by ALL. When we
identify our experience as anything except breath or unseen air we are talking about the experience of
our false self, the Ego, the “I”. This is the individual self which has a strong desire to be unique and to
have an individual experience. There is absolutely nothing wrong with the “I” or the Ego except for the
fact that it can become so strongly attached to its individual experience that it forgets that it is one with
ALL thus forfeiting the abundance that comes from being apart of ALL. It forgets that it is connected to
the Eternal and Infinite Intelligence of what we call “God”.
So, where are we and why we are “here”? Place your fingers on those points on the side of your
head. What are these points called? A temple, correct? In the Bible, the word temple is explained to
mean a large and magnificent palace. If we look deeply at the word magnificent we can see the word

imagine in it. That is because the temple of God is our imagination. We live in our own imagination.
Our imagination is “nowhere”, meaning that it is “no wear” (naked and boundless). In other words, it
is a place of bare naked truth. God is our imagination and we use this imagination to create our own
reality. Let us not over think this too much. I am saying that we have the power to create our own
personal reality based on the images that we create within our own imagination. As I said earlier, your
life is a book. The word LIFE is also the word FILM. Just change the E into an M and it is right there.
Your life is a movie full of images and you are playing the role of a character called ______________<
--- insert your name here. You are a temporary character taking on a temporary role in order to learn a
particular lesson. This is all for the purpose of maturing and evolving not only your soul but the soul of
others. You're in school and everyone that comes into your life, your film, or your movie, is a character
in your story. They are also a teacher and/or a student. You have created these characters in order to
teach them and also to learn something from them. In class, I explain how this school is set up and
why all the crappy men that you have attracted into your life are actually assisting you in creating your
greatest “I am”.
Inside the temple of your mind is nothing but sound. These are thoughts, images, vibration, and
feelings. You are using these tools to create your reality. Not only are you using these tools to create
your reality NOW but everything that you are thinking about NOW is creating tomorrow and
everything that you thought about yesterday is what created NOW. I would even go as far as saying that
you are creating your next life or your next reincarnation based on what you are thinking about NOW.
The false self has a really hard time focusing on NOW. It is trapped in the illusion of time. Most of us
have forgotten our connection with the infinite abundance of the ALL and because of this, we suffer
from the illusion of the matrix. Most of the time we are operating from a place of lack and this plays a
huge role in how we attract certain people, places, things, and circumstances in our life. This thinking
from a place of lack is because we are having a dual experience which is the simultaneous existence of
the true you and the false you. Duality can get pretty complicated so this is something that I cover in

the Self Realization Course in much more detail.
I hope this gives you some understanding of where your true self exists. You are actually
existing in a place called “nowhere” and you are actually a being called “ no body”. If you can accept
this, then it will make it much easier to accept the ideology that you are not eternally connected to
anything you can physically see but instead, you are eternally connected to that which is unseen. With
this understanding comes peace of mind.
Next, let's talk about sex! The fun stuff!

6.The Nature of Sex
We are at the end of winter. Let me ask you this? Has any of your old concepts about your
existence died? Are you at least questioning some things that happened in your life and some people
that are in your movie? After you sat in the dark did you realize that there is only you? Good. We are
still focusing on our self. Even when we start talking about sharing our bodies with a mate we are still
going to be focusing on our self. We are going to leave zero room to think about anyone else at this
time. This step is to help open the mind to the concept of mirroring. Mirroring has a lot to do with sex.
Mirroring......this is the #1 topic where most people run. They run because.... well frankly
because your mirror is your devil, your double, and your diablo. Most people are scared to look at their
own imperfections. I am including myself. I did not want to hear that any man that I felt mistreated me
was only showing me how much I did not love myself. I certainly did not want to hear about my own
lack of self esteem and self worth. In my mind, I am the bomb. C'mon now! I have a Bachelors Degree,
I own multiple properties, I am flat out gorgeous in my own eyes, my body is on point, and I have a 22
year career in a government organization. Lastly, I ain't out here begging for bread. I mean.....excuse
my language but I am the shit. At least that's how I made it appear. On the inside, I was a mess. I cried
a lot. I cried because I could not understand why my parents left me. I had severe mommy & daddy
issues. I cried because men seem to only be attracted to me for sex, especially married men. I cried
because of all the abortions I had. I cried because after I told a male friend that I think I had been date
raped he told me I was probably just drunk. I mean, I was allegedly well put together “on paper” but
deep down inside I knew something was not right. I started searching trying to figure out why am I like
this. Why do I keep giving myself to undeserving men? Then I came across a book called Love
Addiction by Pia Mellody. This book helped me understand that I had codependent tendencies that
stemmed back to my parents leaving me. I had serious abandonment issues. This book was an eye
opener for me and it may help you too.

I don't want to spend this entire chapter talking about me. However, what I just did was express
how some women or human beings in general, view themselves from the outside and never bother to
think about the power of their own energetic makeup. If you are struggling with this, then go back to
step #4, Deciding to Focus On Your Self. In this current section, I am only going to give you ONE
example of the nature of sex and we will use this ONE example to show us about mirroring. Once
again, I go into way more detail and I also give multiple examples of mirroring in class. I also give
solutions on how to handle the pressure of accepting that everything that is happening is pointing back
to you. I teach about how to use this as your power instead of your weakness.
What is sex? Sex is an exchange of energy. Sex is a commercial transaction. If you look up the
word commerce in the Websters 1828 online dictionary you will find that it says commerce is
intercourse, a fancy word for sex.
COMMERCE, noun
1. In a general sense, an interchange or mutual change of goods, wares, productions, or property of any
kind, between nations or individuals, either by barter, or by purchase and sale; trade; traffick.
commerce is foreign or inland. Foreign commerce is the trade which one nation carries on with
another; inland commerce or inland trade, is the trade in the exchange of commodities between citizens
of the same nation or state. Active commerce
2. Intercourse between individuals; interchange of work, business, civilities or amusements; mutual
dealings in common life.
3. Familiar intercourse between the sexes.
4. Interchange; reciprocal communications; as, there is a vast commerce of ideas.

Let's take this a step forward so that we can go deeper into the meaning of sex. We are saying
that sex is commerce which is also called intercourse (to enter a course or school). But right below that
definition, we can see that commerce is described as reciprocal communication. Well, hot diggity dog!

This means sex IS a mirror. The etymology of reciprocate says it means to return and reciprocal means
returning the same way. Whenever we are talking about something being returned to you we are talking
about a mirror and its reflection.
This is ONE example of how we can know that everyone we have sex with is a direct mirrored
reflection of our own energy. Now, I know some women may be reading this and wondering about
rape, molestation or any other type of sexual violations. This is a very delicate topic so I will not be
addressing it here in this book but I do talk about it in class. However, let us keep in mind what we
talked about in step #1, Expanding The Mind. You can also go back to step #4 Finding Your Temple
where I talked about how your life is a film. Perhaps these steps will help give you some revelations
about these type of sexual encounters.
The understanding of sex is the most important part of these 12 steps because sex is literally
how you got here. When all the religions are telling the creation story, they are really talking about
what is happening during sex. They are actually describing a parable of what is happening in the womb
during the creation of a child. In my opinion, this is why the Bible is so violent. There is a war going on
in the womb when the semen comes in to create. In fact, her cells are trying to kill off as many semen
as possible. He is a foreign invader to her. She has a built in army that is protecting her egg and only
the strong survive. It is like this across many aspects of nature. To name a few examples, it is the
female bee, eagle, ant, peacock, spider, and penguin that choose the male that they are going to mate
with. She is the one who is choosing him, not the other way around. Mother nature shows us that he is
always pursuing her and trying to compete for her attention. But she is very selective and you have to
prove that you are authentic in your efforts of trying to get to that egg. I love to use the Queen Bee as
my primary example of mirroring. The Queen Bee sprays her pheromone, which is like a perfume, to
signal the male bees letting them know that she wants to mate. She runs. Only the male bee that can
catch up to her can mate with her. This means he must be on her level. This means that when a woman
willingly opens her womb up to a man, then somehow he is her match and thus he is on her level in

some capacity. This is why it makes no sense when women say they have slept with men who were
beneath them. Whoever you lay down you with, you are on the same level. They are a direct mirrored
image of your heart and mind and they are your energetic match. If he managed to put his penis in you
HE IS YOUR ENERGETIC MATCH.
This would be the stage where you should go on and use that shovel that I told you to get
earlier. This is where you would have to start asking yourself the hard questions and trying to
understand why you made some of the decisions you have made not only in regards to men but in
regards to life in general. Why do you settle for ANYTHING? Why do you settle for a mediocre job
that you absolutely hate? Why do you say yes to things that you really want to say no to? Why are you
not pursuing your purpose? What are you afraid of? Why do you lack confidence in yourself? My point
in asking these questions is to see if you are truly living up to your “I am”. Are you pursuing YOUR
SELF? Your mirrors are giving you the answer to this. Mirroring is a huge part of the Self Realization
Course. If you can make it past this part you should proceed into the next hardest part. Forgiveness.
Forgiveness is happening in the Spring, a time of rejuvenation. It is time to let go. Let us go bloom.
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7. Forgiveness
Woosah!!! Can you smell the flowers blooming? Can you smell the rain in the air? We are at a
major step in the Self Realization Course .....forgiveness. This can be very difficult for many of us but
if we can simply change our perspective then we can change the story itself and this will result in us
being able to forgive. An example of this is how I shifted my perspective on being abandoned by my
parents. Both my mother and father had a drug and alcohol addiction. My mother had gotten so bad
with her addiction that one weekend she took me to my grandmother's house and she was supposed to
come back to get me but she never did. She left me at around 7 years old and didn't come back until I
was 21. My father got clean when I was around 14 and he came to get me when my grandmother
passed away. For years, I would cry about this. Even into my 30's I still cried about this. One day I
found myself on the floor crying and I was asking God what kind of mother “abandons” her own child?
I just could not wrap my head around the fact that a mother would just straight dump her child off on
someone and not look back for fourteen years. And the response that popped in my head was “what if I
put you there to keep you safe”? Now at the time, I was a Christian, so I thought this was God or Jesus
responding to me. It was so weird. It was like I was having a whole entire conversation with myself but
it wasn't myself. I mean it was but it wasn't because I never thought like this at all. Not once, in my
entire life. So once I was asked that question I got up off the floor and I looked at myself in the mirror.
My face was drenched in tears and I asked myself the same question again. Instead, this time I asked,
“What if your mother wanted to keep you safe? What if your mother wanted to protect you?” I had no
real response to that. I just simply agreed with the thought and from then on I started telling myself that
my parents left me with my grandmother because they were sick and they wanted to protect me. I
stopped saying they abandoned me. I stopped telling that story. Sometimes, I still say it out of pure
habit but then I correct myself.
It was at this precise point that I started to realize that people love you in the best way they

know how. Here is where I started to forgive. Forgiveness requires changing perspective which is really
hard to do when you have been telling yourself that same old story for year after year after year.
Repetition creates strong muscles and it is the same with the mind. If we keep a story going, it lives,
but one small shift and you can bring yourself to total peace. All you have to do is change your mind.
Choose to love yourself by forgiving another. Forgiveness is the ultimate act of love. This is why the
story of Jesus is completely centered around the act of forgiveness of debt which is sin. Whether the
story of Jesus is fictional or literal is irrelevant. The story was still about forgiveness and from a
metaphysical perspective, it was about how forgiveness heals karmic debt. Remember we talked about
the bloodline and karma in step #1. Now might be a good time to re-read that section.
In the Self Realization Course, I break down the word forgiveness in multiple ways to show us
what we are really doing when we forgive. I explain why forgiveness is very important. I also give
multiple ways to look at the situations where we feel others have hurt us and I provide ways we can
shift our perspective. Forgiveness is a chance to recreate your own story which is why I made the
Science of the Womb the next step. In the womb is where all stories take place and the Mother God or
the feminine principle of the universe is where mercy and compassion come from.

8.The Science of the Womb

Do you know your womb? Do you understand the mechanics of what is actually happening in
your body that can even attract a mate to begin with? Do you understand oxytocin, dopamine, and
pheromones? All of these chemicals are playing a role in regards to pursuit, attraction, and attachment
to the womb. All of this is on top of how you TRULY think and feel about yourself and its role in what
attracts a mate to you and create an experience with that mate. In this segment, I am going to talk about
how the womb mirrors the mind. This subject alone is actually worthy of having its own book. In fact, I
actually started writing a book about it back in 2015 and I never finished. It is crucial that we as women
understand what our wombs represent on this earth. Once you come to the conclusion that you chose to
exist on this planet, in this body, in this lifetime as a woman you must know that you chose to exist as a
gatekeeper. As a gatekeeper, you have the authority to say who gets into heaven and as a result, who is
birthed onto earth. No one gets in or out of this place without your permission. This is factual, and there
is no debate about it. It is so crucial that we learn this science. That is why I have decided that this part
and the contract law part will get the most extensive classroom time.
In my opinion, at the beginning of the Bible when God speaks and says “ Let there be light” this
is talking about allowing semen to enter the womb. The mother's womb represents darkness and the
father's semen represents light. Light and darkness are actually the same things. They only appear
different. Even in the Hebrew language the word for black is shachar and the word for light is shachar.
“All things are the same appearing different” ~ BlaQ Fire. Our existence is a parable of the womb and
that is the very reason why “all things are the same appearing different.”

I won't be going into any detail about the science of the womb in this book but here is an outline
of what I teach in the class:
*Who and/or what is Eve
*As Above So Below, The Womb and the Mind
*What is the matrix?
*The Whore of Babylon and the mystery on her forehead.
*Semen, Menses & Karma
*Corruption of the womb

Understanding the science of the womb completely changed my life because it gave me the
confidence I needed to be able to stand on my “I am”. It gave me the confidence I needed to learn to
love myself via self reflection. It is because I have a deep understanding of the law of the womb that I
gained enough confidence to leave my career of 22 years. It taught me the psychology of the mind. It
taught me the principles of masculine and feminine energy. It gave me wisdom. It taught me how to
choose a man. It taught me about the law. It taught me knowledge of self.
The womb is indeed a science. This is true for two reasons. Number one, the word science means to
know. The word know in the Bible means to have sexual intercourse which is to say that in order for
one to know a thing they must exchange energy with that thing. They must baptize themselves in that
thing. Remember the Bible says “ Adam knew his wife”. Sexual intercourse physically takes place in
the womb which mirrors the mind. The womb is the place of all knowing and all science. The second
reason I know the womb is science is because another word for science is ology. This word comes from
the word logy and/or logos meaning to speak. This means that it is fair to say ALL OF SCIENCE is
about speech, sound, and vibration. The part of the womb where creation takes place is called the
uterus. The word uterus has the word utter in it letting us know that the womb or the uterus is where we
learn the science of utterances, sound or vibration. This science of sound or vibration is the foundation

of ALLAW meaning all of the laws of the universe. In fact, this is also where your name was formed. I
wrote about it in my book Exposing The Mystery Within Your Names. This brings us to step #9
Contract Law and the Womb.

9. Contract Law and the Womb
Why did the serpent approach Eve first in the garden? Why did he not go to Adam first? Just for
a moment, forget about the fact that a serpent is talking. It is because Eve is a metaphor for the
subconscious. The subconscious is very naive. I usually call her naEVE. The subconscious or the
feminine part of God beliEVEs EVErything and agrees with EVErything. Eve is complete darkness, a
place where all things are the same. If all things are the same then what is it to ever disagree with? If all
things are the same what is there to compete with? If all things are the same what is there to argue &
debate about? This is why she (the subconscious) always agrees. She rejects no seed or no thought
planted in her womb. The subconscious is powerful because it operates just like the womb. The earth is
going to take that seed and by natural law do with it what it is designed to do. This is the same reason
why when it comes to the birth certificate, the hospital is usually making the mother an offer to sign up
for it. They are offering her a seed and that seed is going to create a slave. She is doing all of this in
total ignorance of herself not knowing that she has pretty much just sold her child into slavery via a
contract. I try not to get deep into this subject because I don't have a full solution to the problem but I
do teach about it in depth in class. There are many options for reversing the contract, but I have not
tried any. I am simply aware and I am making you aware. It is the woman or feminine energy which is
always the first and foremost decision maker even when it appears like she isn't. Contracts are formed
in the mind before they become seen in the public eye.
O! Ladies! Heavy is the head that wears the crown. Have you yet realized your power to change
the world? Yes, the world. This whole concept of what we call the “strawman” has a lot to do with the
woman remembering herself and her contract with universal law or ALLAW. I taught a class called
Contract Law And The Bible. In this class, I discussed how it was Eve (the subconscious) who was
being tested on knowing herself. This is not only strictly about women being tested but is more so
about the subconscious being tested to see what it can pull out of those Akashic records, the memory

bank.
What do you remember? We are in school and in school, there are test. The test is usually to see
how much information you have retained. Do you remember your name? That is what my book
Exposing The Mystery Within Your Names is about. Do you remember that you are made in the image
of God? Do you remember that you are the protector and provider of wisdom and intuition for future
generations? Do you remember that in the Garden of Eden your livelihood is abundant and you have a
need for nothing? Do you remember that you lack nothing? Do you remember that it is your womb that
creates Kings and crowns them too? When you are in labor and you begin to see the babies head, is that
not called crowning? Your contract with ALLAW (universal law) is to create Kings on earth. A King is
a sovereign being, one who has authority over himself and ruler over his own land. His own land is his
own mind and body. The only way we can do that is if we, as women are already operating as a
sovereign being within our self. How can you teach your son or daughter about accountability and
authority over your mind and you have none? This is why the hospitals come to the mother and offer to
buy your child. You are a very valuable piece on the chess board, aren't you? The mother (queen on the
chess board) has the freedom to roam as she pleases. She is boundless and limitless. From a universal
law perspective, it is her son who will set boundaries and limits on his mother (the subconscious).
However, he is only mocking her and enforcing her laws which are based on her knowledge and
awareness of herself or lack thereof. This is the contract between the mother and her son. They mirror
each other back and forth.
How can we know for sure that you have a contract with the universe? Well..... when you are in
labor don't you have contractions? I interpret the word contraction as “contract with the sun (son)”.
The sun is the soul. Therefore yes, you have a contract to pull, lure, or attract souls into your womb and
then reincarnate them here back to earth.
The womb is the original contract of all contracts. The womb IS the matrix and the word matrix
in a legal context means “The original legal document from which all copies are made”. This is also

why I said that everything is a parable mimicking the womb. The womb is the original contract and
everything is patterned after it. So again, this is why women are actually the unseen force behind
everything that men do. Women set the standard for every contractual exchange of energy.
We should now know for sure that feminine energy has a contract between the mother and her
son at this point. In fact, because this part is so important, this segment of the class will also be given
extensive time. It is really an extension of step #8, The Science Of The Womb and within both of these
steps we will be discussing more about karma, the law of attraction and mirroring. Studying these
things in depths is how you are going to awaken your goddess self and defeat your fears, doubts, &
insecurities. Anything that appears to be in your way of making the choice to choose yourself and be
yourself can be killed dead by knowing the science of the womb.
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10. Grown Men Only
Singing Summer! Summer! Summer Time! Look at that photo! Look back at what
you've accomplished. Pat yourself on the back. Do you feel closer to rescuing that inner goddess yet?
Because, at the very least, now you know that you have been creating your reality this entire time! You
are a boss lady! Congratulations is due if you made it to summer without throwing your phone,
computer, tablet, or whatever you're reading across the room. It is beautiful outside. Can you feel the
sun beating down on your skin? It's time to really go outside and play because now we are not scared to
face our greatest enemy. OUR OWN MIND! Summer is when we get our crowns by accepting FULL
ACCOUNTABILITY. Not part, not some, not a piece, but ALL. Why are we fully accountable at this
point? Because now we know that we always have the power to choose. We have the power to choose
not only men but our thoughts and feelings. Before I created the Self Realization Course, I created The
Mission Statement for No Pussy For Boys aka Grown Men Only. For a good while social media had
gotten quite a buzz and the hashtag #nopussyforboys began to spread.

That is when I decided to put it on a shirt and trademark it. You can purchase either shirt by clicking
HERE or on the picture above. It creates quite an interesting conversation no matter where you go. It's
a fun shirt! Imagine if we taught the youth the knowledge in this book. How would it change the mind
of future generations? We can shift generational curses and create more heroes instead of victims. We
protect the youth by arming them with knowledge. We can awaken their goddess. On the next page is
the original mission statement for No Pussy For Boys.

The mission statement is about choosing mature men over boys. It is also about being
accountable for your choices. How can we do that if we are immature in regards to understanding how
our own mind and body works? We can not. We are the one who create and crown the Kings. It takes
two to create but remember the Queen Bee? She is always doing the choosing. We have to reprogram
the way we choose. The same way we were programmed with fear we can be programmed with
courage. The same way we were programmed to believe that we should just ignorantly blame an
invisible “devil” for all the chaos in our lives, we can also over ride that program and REprogram our
self to KNOW that there is an internal hero that can conquer all fear and manifest anything that it puts
its magical mind to.
How did I come about creating the slogan “No Pussy For Boys”. I was pretty much a
man basher. I was very angry and hurt although if you asked me at the time I would have straight up
denied it. “Who me? Angry about these weaklings we call men? No! Never!” O! How the ego loves to
lie to itself to protect its self image. I did this for quite a while actually but because I understood some
of the science of the womb and I coupled my anger with this science, I gained many followers in social
media. To be honest, I attracted a lot of hurt women and I began to realize that I attracted them because
I was hurt. I went through a couple of partnerships where I worked with people in developing online
healing “sister circles” which eventually led me to being offered to being a co host on a Blog Talk
Radio. We had to come up with a name for the show and I wanted it to be something very risky and
attention grabbing. I came up with No Pussy For Boys. From there we started using the hashtags and
we launched the Blog Talk Radio. It got a lot of buzz in social media....well... until I started talking
more about accountability. Not just accountability for the men that you chose to entertain, but
accountability for our own thoughts and feelings. As the movement of No Pussy For Boys grew, I
grew. A lot of the relationships around me were changing and I also started examining myself more. I
was starting to be more accountable. My energy and thought patterns about men started to change.
Knowing who I am and what I was here to do became more prevalent. With that being said, I was led to

start my own No Pussy For Boys Blog Talk Radio show.
I noticed that we as humans have a serious accountability issue. Knowing what I know
about the womb I started wondering how will our sons learn accountability and full authorship over self
if we as women do not? How can we teach our sons the power of creating his own life with his
thoughts when we will not even acknowledge that we are creating our own reality? We will not
acknowledge the law of attraction or mirroring? Why do we not acknowledge this? Because we do not
study our self therefore we do not know our self. This is a problem, and a it's big one. So, in this
segment I teach about some of the differences between a man and a boy and a woman and a girl. In this
section, I teach about Caveat Emptor. That means Buyer Beware. I go into discussing the TRUE
reasons we are having sex with immature men. I teach about our desire to conquer. I teach about what
happens when you continually blame men for your own issues. In this segment of the class we are
learning about the power of CHOICE. Don't worry though. By the end of this segment I offer some
mental suggestions on how to combat the concept of being manipulated, used, or taken advantage of.
This segment of the class will open the door wide open for FULL SELF ACCOUNTABILITY over
what you do with your vagina. No Pussy For Boys is actually more about owning your power then it is
about boys OR men.

11. The Maturity Factor
In the No Pussy For Boys/Grown Men Only class we actually name some differences
that separate immature people from mature people. Maturity is not a gender thing. It's a human thing.
It's a self reflection thing. To take it a level deeper, spiritual maturity is a truth thing. In this chapter,
and in this segment of the class I break down the word MATURE in eight different ways. Three out of
these eight are showing you that maturity is where you gain your right to the throne as a Goddess. In
this book I am going to give you only three. Three is enough to remove any thoughts of “this is
coincidence”. From this, you will see more clearly what maturity really is from a metaphysical
perspective.
1. In the word Mature is the sound of the words Ma & Torah. The word Torah means law.
Therefore, the words Ma & Torah is showing us that it is the Mother God that is the law. To
keep everything in balance, the Father God enforces the mothers law. This is also Biblical:
Proverbs 1:8 My son, hear the instruction of thy father, and forsake not the law of thy mother.
This scripture is not referring to your birth mother. It is referring to the universal feminine law
of energy. Remember that all universal law is based on the science of the womb, or what I call
YONIversal law. The law of the womb matures everyone. Maturity is knowing the law of the
Mother.
2. In the word Mature is the sound Ma & Tow & Ra. In Hebrew, the word Torah is actually written
as Towrah .This word is showing us the phrase “ Mother tows Ra”. This break down is
revealing that it is the energy of the mother that “tows Ra”. Ra is the Egyptian word for sun.
This confirms that it is darkness (feminine) which pulls, lures, or attracts light (the sun). The
feminine always entices the masculine to come hither while it is the masculine's goal to plant
seeds in the feminine. Maturity is knowing that it is the feminine which attracts the
masculine.

3. Lastly, the word mature is showing us what I have been saying all along. It is showing us that
your mate is your match. Mature is also the the words “your match”. If you say it backwards
you should be able to hear it. Every mate that you have ever dealt with, whether it is romantic
or not, has been your energetic match. They are only there to help mature you. Even if we didn't
want to believe that there is a hidden message in this word we can simply look at the etymology
of the word mate. It means match. Maturity is knowing that every mate is your match.

So now that we know that maturity has everything to do with the law of the mother,
that it is the feminine energy which pulls the masculine, and that our mates are our match what do we
do next? We use this knowledge to mature and genetically change our bloodline by changing our mind.
In this section of the class I teach about why it is the woman's genetics that must be changed. I also
give four laws that I consistently apply to myself in regards to mastering maturity.

12. Crown Me Bitch
The final step in the Self Realization Course (besides the bonus 13th step) is the self
realization of full accountability. This is when we learn what self realization actually is and what
accountability is. For this part of the book I am going to give you a homework assignment. I would like
for you to go on etymonline and look up the word realize. What do you get out of this meaning? Can
you see how it confirms that you create your own reality? Can you see how SELF realization confirms
that what you think, feel, and say about yourself is what creates this reality? You keep that answer to
yourself. I want you to draw your own conclusion.
How about accountability? Do you know what we are counting when we are talking
about accountability? What did I say earlier in the book about money and what it really was from a
metaphysical perspective? I won't tell you. I would like for you to find it in this book. Do you know
why I am doing that? Because although I created this curriculum called Self Realization Of A Goddess,
I had my own Self Realizations along the way of me teaching it. I learned that true love is allowing
someone else to have their own self realization within themselves. This is the ONLY way anything will
become right , true and correct for them. Nothing is actually true until YOU say it's true and that is the
law of “I am”.
This part of the 12 steps is simply about getting the esoteric understanding of what
accountability of choice is and also going over the other 11 steps which led us HERE. I hope that you
were able to gain some understanding of your self somewhere within these pages. I also hope to see
you in class.
There's one more step, so don't close the book yet!

13. I am
This step is strictly for the ladies who decide to take the entire course. I am NOT
offering this class as a stand alone. This 13th step is all about understanding your INDIVIDUAL IAM.
I cannot tell you what your “I am” is but I can help you understand how “I am” is law and how the
words “IAM” is your magical super power. In this part of the class we will discuss the following:
•

What does IAM truly mean?

•

What does your name have to do with your IAM?

•

Your IAM & your astrological make up

•

How the “LURED” honors your I am

•

Exercises for using your IAM

•

Bonus*** Introduction to Mystical Etymology***
This class is also include Mystical Etymology . In this part of the class I will share

some techniques I use for decoding words. This class is going to introduce you to concepts that will
assist you in recognizing secret symbols as they are happening in your life. The Mother God
(subconscious) is speaking to you all the time by way of parables and symbols. I personally would not
have taken the leap to quit my job if I were not able to read all the signs that were telling me now is a
good time to walk away. Reading the signs played a huge role in having confidence in my hero, my “I
am”.
The number 13 is a symbolical representation of the words “I Am” and there are 13
steps on the pyramid of a dollar bill. Do you see the connection between the “I am” and money?
Everything concerning your “I am” is related to the number 13. After you have become Self Realized
and you are standing in your full authority over your life you will need some guidance on how to

proceed forward in knowing yourself on multiple levels. This 13th class is also about understanding
how your astrological make up and your birth name are tied together in a contract which explains a lot
of personal things about you and your life. Remember that this class is not offered as an individual
class and that you will have to take the entire course in order to receive it.
Did you enjoy the content in this book? Please feel free to forward it to a friend. Also,
you can get more details on each section by purchasing the entire package or buying one class at a time.
Check out the BlaQ Fire Nation website for blogs, services and classes. Either way, there is still much
more to learn. Peace and blessings along your self realization journey.

ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT CLASSES OR BLAQ FIRE NATION SERVICES MAY BE SENT TO
blaqfire360@gmail.com

